The Clinical Innovations Conference also incorporated the AOG Charity Ball, Hundreds of delegates attended to hear a panel of world class speakers. Now in its ninth year, Clinical Innovations has become one of the leading events and 19th May at the Millennium Gloucester Hotel & Conference Centre in London's Kensington. The judging panel included a number of well-respected dentists, as well as members of journal editorial boards. AOG needed to be in competition with the Carestream 7600 for its unique ability to store patient information directly on the plate, which is of great benefit to busy practices. Judges also praised the Carestream's Innovative “Scan & Go” technology, exclusive to the CS 7600 system. With experience providing state-of-the-art imaging systems and practice management solutions across the globe, Carestream Dental’s products are used by 7 out of 10 practitioners to deliver exceptional patient care. Recognition by the CIC Innovation Award judging panel is yet further proof of Carestream Dental’s continued commitment to innovation and success. For more information, contact The Dental Conference on 0800 169 9002 or visit www.carestreamdental.co.uk

Carnestein Dental and CIC 2012: Presentations at the forefront of dentistry

Carnestein Dental was a proud sponsor of the ninth annual Clinical Innovations Conference (CIC) on the 18th – 19th May 2012 Held at the Millennium Gloucester Hotel and Conference Centre in London’s Kensington, the dynamic event celebrated all that is innovative and pioneering within the Dental Industry. The CIC’s aim was to bring together the leading companies with a broad portfolio of products and services to deliver exceptional patient care, the Carnestein Dental stand was a popular destination for delegates. Solutions on display included CS R4 Clinical+ practice management software, which behaves as the hub of the practice, simplifying and speeding up routine tasks and communication throughout the practice. For innovative imaging systems, delegates discovered the CS 9300 all-in-one extracoronal imaging system, which offers the widest range of clinical applications on the market. Also on show was the CS 7600 intraoral imaging plate system with its fully automated and secure x-ray workflow.

A leading conference attracts leading providers, and the cutting edge technology from Carnestein Dental brings practices to the forefront of dentistry. From enhanced diagnostic capability to a streamlined workflow, these solutions ensure that patients experience nothing less than the best possible care. For more information, contact Carnestein Dental on 0800 169 9002 or visit www.carnesteinmedical.co.uk

Talking Points 2012 – another year of success for dental education

Talking Points in Dentistry, Gesellschaftszentrum Swaagmanns (GSD) popular lecture programme, was a tremendous success this year, with over 5,000 dental healthcare professionals attending across 9 UK venues to listen to this year’s speakers, Amanda Gallie and Mark Hill.

In her lecture, “How’s the problem in Oral Health Assessments?” Mark talked about the new dental contract, Oral Health Assessments. Carnestein Dental are still in need for a universally used and understood assessment for tooth wear. Amanda Gallie’s lecture, “Wear’s the problem in Oral Health Assessments?” focused on the importance of effective patient communication in practice, and different ways in which this can be achieved. The lecture focused on using motivational interviewing.

If you missed any of Talking Points, more information on the lectures will be available online from the end of June at www.gsd-dentalprofessionals.co.uk, along with videos of the talks.

Don’t forget to visit www.gsd-dentalprofessionals.co.uk for details of next year’s event and to book your tickets in good time!

Introducing N’Durance Cristal

Septodont is delighted to announce the launch of its newest product – N’Durance Cristal. Building upon Septodont’s innovative nano-diaterm technology, N’Durance Cristal combines beauty and science to provide clinicians with higher translucency for optimal aesthetics. N’Durance Cristal provides a unique combination of low shrinkage and high aesthetic performance, offering users a fast and easy to polish thanks to its nano hybrid optimised filler system. N’Durance Cristal also offers ‘soft on demand’ viscosity, compatibility with all commonly used bonding agents and super high-opacity for easy differentiation from tooth structure, N’Durance Cristal is available in seven of the most popular VITA shades plus Inlay, which mimics natural enamel transluence, adding ability to restorations. Clinically tested with an overall satisfaction rate of 87% per cent (data on file), why not experience the benefits of N’Durance Cristal for yourself?

For further details, please visit www.septodont.co.uk.
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